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Suppliers of Discount Digital Hearing Aids since 2007
WELCOME TO CRYSTAL HEARING
Hello, my name is John Lloyd, Registered Hearing Aid Audiologist and Managing Director of Crystal Hearing Limited, and I welcome
you to the very first Crystal Hearing newsletter.
Crystal Hearing Ltd is an independent company dedicated to supplying the very best and latest digital hearing aids at more affordable
prices, with a professional fitting service and ongoing aftercare included. If you have received this newsletter then you have either
purchased hearing aids from Crystal Hearing, or you may have had a hearing test and not purchased any hearing aids, or you simply
bought some hearing aid accessories or batteries.
I hope you do not mind that I have included you on the distribution list as I feel you may find the newsletter informative and of
benefit to your own personal needs.

“

The good news is… Hearing aids are getting better.
The bad news is… Your hearing isn’t!

“

For more regular hearing aid updates please view my online BLOG here http://blog.crystalhearinguk.co.uk
Your views and comments are always welcomed – please email me at info@crystalhearinguk.co.uk

The damage is done!
Until scientists can overcome the problem of how to regenerate damaged
hair cells we are left with the only option of using hearing aids to try and
‘aid’ your hearing loss.
The image to the left shows a batch of healthy hair cells located within the
cochlea above an image of some heavily damaged hair cells.
This damage is normally more prevalent in the higher frequency hair cell
range where speech clarity / sibilants are detected. This gives tendency
for people with nerve related hearing loss to complain that other people
mumble when they speak.
It is important for anyone who suffers from hair cell damage related hearing
loss to bear in mind that we are NOT fixing or curing this damage. Thus,
no matter how sophisticated hearing aids become, they will never be a
perfect solution. But, better technology allows us to help you reach your
maximum hearing potential.
For more advanced reading on understanding why speech in background
noise is difficult even with the latest digital hearing aids...

the upward spread of masking

The iPhone of Hearing Aids is here…
Starkey have now launched their very impressive ‘Surflink Mobile’ – a multi-purpose
touch-screen controlled wireless digital hearing aid accessory.
The Surflink Mobile can be used as a remote control to take full advantage of the features
of the latest Starkey hearing aids, and for wireless connectivity to telephones, televisions,
laptops, and anthing else with Bluetooth connectivity.
Key features making the Surflink Mobile stand out:
• It can be used with small CIC’s as well as all other hearing aid styles
• When on the phone your voice is picked up by the microphones in your hearing aids (you
don’t have to wear a neckloop or even hold the device – completely wireless phone calls)
• It can be used as a remote microphone in meetings etc

Starkey Surflink Mobile

Call 0800 077 8248 for a trial
on Starkey hearing aids to see if
we can improve your hearing.

• It is extremely easy to use and functional
The Surflink Mobile has set a new standard in hearing aid accessories

www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/starkey-hearing-aids.php

Invisible Hearing Aids - IIC’s
Most leading hearing aid manufacturers are now offering their own
version of deep fitting in-ear hearing aids colloquially now known
as IIC’s (or invisible-in-canal hearing aids).
Exactly how ‘invisible’ we can get these hearing aids is of course
completely dependent on the size and shape of your ear canal and the
outer ear which covers the canal opening. The truth is that sometimes we can get
them invisible, but mostly they are VERY discreet.
Regardless though of whether we can get them invisible, because the new IIC’s are so
discreet and lightweight, combined with high performance, they are generating a very
high level of customer satisfaction.

Currently we are heavily promoting the Phonak Virto Q-Nano
above all other IIC’s and are offering for a limited time:

50mm

• FREE mini-remote control. The PHONAK NANO are
the only IIC hearing aids that have a remote control option, as
per image to the left. This allows greater user control.
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• FREE 5 year warranty.
As IIC’s are set deep in the ear the microphones do tend to get blocked more often,
therefore the extended warranty helps reduce ongoing costs.
If you would like a trial on Phonak Nano IIC’s
please call FREEPHONE:

0800 077 8248
Phonak mini-remote at actual size
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www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/invisible-hearing-aids.php

Come out Fighting in 2013
Ace Micon and Pure Micon
Siemens have been struggling somewhat in the independent hearing
aid market for a short while now, but the launch of the new SIEMENS
ACE MICON and SIEMENS PURE MICON look set to be sure fire
winners in the summer of 2013.
The new MICON range is powered by a completely new and ultra
powerful sound processing microchip that allows for unprecedented
flexibility and effectiveness in terms of frequency shaping, noise
reduction, feedback cancellation and directional microphone
computation. Siemens have finally cracked the feedback problem that
has plagued them for years and with 48 sound processing channels
it means they have twice the fine tuning ability of their nearest rival.
Sounds technical! Well, most importantly to you it means the MICON
delivers a hearing experience that allows you to forget that you are
wearing hearing aids and revel in best ever performance.

ACE MICON™ is now the smallest receiver-incanal hearing aid in the industry with a push-button
control option.
With an unprecedented 48 channel sound
processor for ultra pure speech clarity and refined
noise reduction.

crystalhearing - lesson 3 hearing aid channels
SIEMENS PURE MICON RECHARGEABLE HEARING
AIDS are sleek in design (but slightly larger than ACE
MICON) and can be used in conjunction with the excellent
Siemens eCharger recharging base unit as shown on the left.
Simply drop the hearing aids into the insert holes and the
electrical contacts will connect to fully charge your hearing
aids in 6 hours.
In addition to this the e-charger also acts as a dehumidifier
and protects from moisture damage which helps to reduce
ongoing repairs and costs.
Siemens eCharger

Read more on Siemens Hearing Aids

www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/siemens-hearing-aids.php

Early upgrade
discounts of

10%

on ALL digital hearing aids
to existing Crystal Hearing
customers
(on all binaural orders over £1200)

For prices on hearing aids and
accessories visit:

www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk

HEAR ON THE TELEPHONE LIKE NEVER BEFORE!
WIDEX have developed their own
proprietary landline telephone called
‘WIDEX PHONE DEX’ which sends
the voice of the caller directly into
BOTH hearing aids via radio wave –
doing so without the need to change
programmes or wear any kind of
intermediary device / neckloop.

Hearing the caller in both ears gives
much better results and this set up
removes the awkwardness of where to
hold the phone near your hearing aid.
• It’s simple
• It’s effective
• It’s affordable!

Widex Phone Dex costs £150 and is compatible with Widex CLEAR
and Widex DREAM hearing aids.

www.crystalhearinguk.co.uk/widex-hearing-aids.php

Ever lost a hearing aid?
Or worried about doing so?
We recommend that you add your hearing aids to your home contents insurance,
and specify they be covered as ‘special item all risks’.
If you lose your hearing aid / aids: Please call us before calling your insurance
company so that we can advise you how to proceed with your claim, as it has come
to our attention that some insurance companies are insisting that you use their own
‘preferred suppliers’ to replace your lost hearing aid / aids.
We are sure you agree with us that this is not good practice for such a specialist service
based supply where lots of fine tuning may have been necessary in the setting up of
your hearing aids. We can easily restore your preferred settings into your replacement
hearing aids, and if you only lose one hearing aid you do not really want to be dealing
with two different suppliers.

* * * Please call us the first instance of losing your hearing aids * * *

HEARING AID AFTERCARE
Crystal Hearing is now 6 years established and your ongoing aftercare is
important to ensure that you are getting the best out of your hearing aids.
If it has been some time since your hearing aids have been checked or your hearing
tested then please do not hesitate to contact me.
Also, there may now be new hearing aid accessories that can be used in conjunction
with your hearing aids which could boost their performance.
(Please don’t all reply at once though - this newsletter is being sent to over 400
clients!)

RECOMMEND A FRIEND...
and recieve

£50
cash reward

Do you have a friend or relative who doesn’t
hear so well?
Please email us their details and will will contact them, or alternatively ask them
to contact us mentioning your name. We will send a cheque for £25 for every
hearing aid purchase via a recommendation.

That’s £50 for every binaural purchase!
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